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info@thebsra.org. Cost of remailing missed
issues because of incorrect address is $1.00
each, plus postage and handling of $1.00
minimum (depending on number of issues
requested). Email address changes should be
submitted to info@thebsra.org.

ROLLSIGN BACK ISSUES

Back issues, as well as transit and railroad books,
DVDs, and memorabilia, can be found online at
www.thebsra.org/store. You can also email your
back issue inquiry to info@thebsra.org, or by mail:
Ron Clough, Publications Manager, PO Box 77,
Hingham, MA 02043.

There was much more involved, though, than changing the meeting format.
Again, Mike, our Treasurer Charlie Bahne, and a number of other officers spent
considerable time building an email list, researching and finding an email
distributor, creating an ebulletin notification process, conducting meeting
rehearsals for both officers and presenters, and figuring out how to conduct our
monthly business meeting in the context of the Internet.
Also important was the effort of Nick Tomkavage, our RollSign Editor, who
spent time well before the implementation of Zoom meetings determining the
appropriate formating of our publication for electronic distribution.
All in all, the transition to Zoom meetings and publication activities was a
huge effort on the part of our volunteer officers and one that has been a great
success. Attendees at our Zoom meetings have proved to be at least twice the
number that have attended our monthly meetings at the MidTown Hotel, and
we have noticed an uptick in membership renewals, new member applications,
publication sales, and donations.
Speaking of donations and membership renewals, our Winter Annual Fund Drive
has been very successful, and we thank you for your considerable support.
Dues renewal continue albeit a little faster than in past years, and we have
sent a second notice to those that have not responded to our renewal notice
last September. We don’t want to lose you! So please make the life of our hardworking officers a little easier by helping us avoid the need to send out a third
renewal notice.
A new publications catalog is enclosed with this issue of RollSign. A word about
recent order delays. We always try to be prompt in fulfilling orders, but the recent
Postal Service delays have slowed things down considerably. Fortunately, at this
writing, service is returning to normal, and we thank your for your continued
purchases and support.
Also, a word about RollSign. Delivery of the printed issue has had its own
difficulties with the Postal Service. If you haven’t yet received your copy of the
September/October issue, please let us know and we’ll mail you a replacement.
We apologize for any inconvenience.

FRONT COVER: Red Line car No. 1900 leads the six-car consist onto the platform at
Wollaston during a test run to Braintree on December 24, 2020, less than a week
before its inaugural run. 				
Photo by Jon Yee
REAR COVER: The #4 train boards passengers at Alewife in between runs on
February 4, 2021.
Photo by Nick Tomkavage

JOIN US AT OUR MONTHLY MEETINGS! Until further notice, our monthly meetings are conducted online via the Zoom platform. Meetings are usually held
on the first Saturday of the month, except when that day falls on a holiday weekend, in which case they are moved to the second Saturday. Meetings begin
at 7:30 pm. A brief business meeting, including a roundup of MBTA and regional transit news, is followed by an entertainment program on transit-related
subjects. For more information, go to thebsra.org/meetings.

UPCOMING MEETING DATES: March 6, April 3, May 1, June 5, July 10, August 7, and September 11, 2021.
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NEW RED LINE CARS ENTER SERVICE
Sometime in early 2020, before the world
changed, the MBTA promised that the new
Red Line train would enter revenue service.
And with about 36 hours to spare, the
Authority made good on that promise.
On Wednesday, December 30, 2020, a
handful (masked and socially distanced) of
MBTA executives, accompanied by Red Line
personnel and vehicle engineers, boarded
the #4 Red Line train at Cabot Yard in South
Boston for the train’s first trip in revenue
service.
The train departed Cabot Yard and traveled
the length of the Cabot Yard lead trackage
before arriving at the Columbia Junction
where it accepted routing onto the South
Shore Line. The train pulled onto the
southbound Braintree platform at JFK/
UMass and opened the doors for passengers

making for a very understated entrance into
passenger service.
The train went to Braintree, then to Alewife,
then to Ashmont, before returning light to
Cabot from Ashmont. It was the first time
since 1994 that new Red Line cars entered
the fleet and several railfans were on board to
bear witness. The #4 Red Line cars are now
the junior rapid transit cars of the fleet, which
they will remain for many years, likely until the
#5 East Boston cars are replaced.
The acceptance of the new Red Line train
concludes a string of new vehicle acquisitions
for the MBTA’s fleet. The first Green Line Type
9 entered service in December 2018 and the
first #14 Orange Line train entered service in
August 2019.

procurement manufactured by CRRC that
will completely replace the existing Orange
Line and Red Line fleets by 2023 and 2024,
respectively. The six cars that make up the
consist for the new Red Line train (19001905) are pilot cars and were manufactured
entirely in China before being shipped to
Boston. The remaining 246 Red Line cars will
be assembled at CRRC’s plant in Springfield,
MA (the carbodies will continue to be
manufactured in China).
The MBTA has announced delays with the
order so it is unlikely that additional Red Line
cars will arrive in the coming months. The cars
feature the same advancements that the #14
Orange Line cars do, including imporoved
accessibility features, wider doors, and rapid
acceleration and braking.

The #4 Red Line cars are part of a 404 car

NICK TOMKAVAGE

ABOVE: Red Line car No. 1902 brings up the rear of the consist as it departs Charles Street on a southbound trip to Ashmont on February 4,
2021.
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ALL PHOTOS BY NICK TOMKAVAGE

ABOVE: The interior of the #4 Red Line cars feature many improvements to accessibility, passenger comfort, and capacity, including digital
displays, multiple passenger intercoms, and retractable seats. Wider doors will expedite boarding and reduce dwell time.
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BOTH PHOTOS BY JACK THIBODEAU

ABOVE: The cranes towering over the Cambridge skyline tell the story of development in the Boston area as the new Red Line train speeds
over the iconic Longfellow Bridge.
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A VISIT TO THE NORTH STATION TURNBACK
The North Station turnback, located under Causeway Street, is an
important part of the Green Line network, elusive to transit ethusiasts
because of its extremely restricted access. The turnback opened in
2004 along with the new North Station “Superstation” that replaced
the old Causeway Street elevated. The turnback, outfitted with two
storage tracks and a diamond crossover, is used to turn cars coming
from the branches back to their western terminii.
Since its 2004 opening, the Beacon Street line has primarily been
scheduled to terminate at North Station. The Boston College line
terminated at North Station and the Beacon Street at Government
Center from June to December 2004, when they swapped terminals
when the Winter rating started in January 2005.
(Note: in each rating there are several trips from Boston College and
Riverside scheduled to terminate at North Station, though this is far
from the norm. Occasionally, the Huntington Avenue line has seen its
cars crossed at North Station during work on the Lechmere Viaduct,
as is presently the case. The turnback is also used to store extra cars
for events at the TD Garden.)
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The turnback is the only place on the Green Line with an interlocking,
ensuring that a signal to proceed will only be given once a safe route
is established. This interlocking is controlled by Green Line operators
who push a button that prompts the interlocking to establish a
safe route out of the turnback and onto the main line. This move is
colloquially known as “buttoning out,” or to “button out.” It can be
remotely controlled by dispatchers at the MBTA’s Operations Control
Center, but this is rarely the case. It is occassionaly controlled by the
official assigned to the turnback.
If a track circuit malfunctions, a switch is out of correspondence, or
a pending route won’t establish, the interlocking will be operated on
hand-throw operation by the official assigned to the turnback.
Note: The images below were captured by personnel with explicit
authorization to access the right-of-way. Trespassing for any purpose in
transit facilities, tunnels, and tracks is illegal and extremely dangerous.
The BSRA does not condone it in any form, for any reason.

ALL PHOTOS BY SCOTT PAGE

OPPOSITE PAGE: Type 7s flank each other in the turnback before departing for North Station and beyond. Note the signal masts in front of each
car. TOP: Type 7 No. 3620 lays up on the main line, only possible because the line is not operating between North Station and Lechmere while
the Lechmere Viaduct is rebuilt as part of the Green Line Extension project. The incline to the Viaduct and Science Park station is visible in the
background. BOTTOM: Green Line operators use this panel to set the routing out of the North Station turnback. The green button establishes a
route for the westbound main line, the red button cancels an established route, and the covered button sets a route for the storage rail. The
indication lights to the right of the buttons become illuminated to indicate that a proper route has been created. The panel is also adorned
with warnings instructing operators to “DOUBLE RED AREA! READ YOUR RAIL.”
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ALL PHOTOS BY JOHN PELLEGRINO

OPPOSITE PAGE: New Flyer D40LFs hold down Route 65 as demonstrated by these snowy scenes captured on Washington Streeet in Brighton
on December 17, 2020. ABOVE: For most of 2020, construction in the Harvard Busway affected berthing locations and operations for the bus
routes that serve Harvard Square. When the trackless trolleys returned after their Covid-related sidelining, coaches pulling out from North
Cambridge to Watertown and Waverly diverted around the busway from Massachusetts Avenue via Garden Street, Concord Avenue, Huron
Avenue, and Aberdeen Avenue, before returning to Mt. Auburn Street. These scenes were captured on Aberdeen Avenue (top) and Concord
Avenue (bottom) on December 18.
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MBTA CURRENT EVENTS
MBTA Announces Covid-related Service Changes
The MBTA continues to make service and operations adjustments in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. In November 2020, the MBTA
released a proposal called Forging Ahead that outlined temporary
service reductions intended to match ridership levels during the
pandemic, with an emphasis on preserving essential service where
there is strong demand. According to the Authority, MBTA riders took
1.26 million daily trips in 2019, whereas only 330,000 daily trips
were taken in October 2020, or 26% of pre-pandemic daily ridership.
The proposal included cutting back the “E” Heath Street line to
Brigham Circle, ending rapid transit and bus service at midnight,
eliminating Ferry service, and reducing Commuter Rail service on
weekends. The MBTA solicited the general public’s feedback in
response to the proposal and received strong pushback. The MBTA
modified the proposal to reflect the public’s response, and the Fiscal
Management & Control Board (FMCB) subsequently ratified the
revised proposal on December 14, 2020.

SCOTT PAGE

Public feedback indicated concerns over service eliminations,
and a preference for reduced frequency rather than cuts to routes
and operating hours. The T also cited public skepticism that the
adjustments would be temporary. Many of the proposed bus service
reductions are already in place. Here are the proposed changes
slated to go in effect in March 2021, at the start of the spring rating:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Reduce frequency by 20% on the Green, Red, and Orange Lines;
reduce frequency by 5% on the Blue Line
Suspend: 18, 52, 55, 68, 79, 221, 465, and 710; Combine:
24/27, 136/137, 212/217, and 214/216. Make peak-only:
67, 85, and 131; Wait for GLX before adjusting: 80 and 88/90
combo; Restore midday service: 236
Reductions already in place; Suspended: 72, 84, 170, 195, 325,
326, 351, 428, 434, 451, 456, 505: Combined: 78/84, 62/76,
352/354, 501/503, 502/504; Reduced to peak-only: 245
Peak-period “short-turns” have already been cut on Route 57A
and will be cut in March on Routes 32, 47, 96, 134, and 225.
Suspend: Hingham direct service and all Charlestown ferry
service; Reduce: Higham/Hull weekday service
Suspend weeked Commuter Rail service on Fitchburg, Franklin,
Greenbush, Haverhill, Kingston/Plymouth, Lowell, and Needham
lines

OPPOSITE 1 & 2: The # 14 Orange Line cars are slowly making their
way into the fleet. The MBTA announced in October that there were
delays in the procurement stemming from Covid-19 and pre-existing
manufacturing issues. Nonetheless, the new trainsets are in service
on almost every weekday and some weekends, as seen departing
Roxbury Crossing for Forest Hills in this November 2020 scene (top).
Unnaccepted and accepted deuces of # 14 cars in Wellington Yard
on October 8, 2020 (second photo).
OPPOSITE 3 & 4: Three car trains of Type 9s perform test runs on
the Riverside Line at Brookline Village (third photo) and Longwood
(bottom) in these December 2020 scenes. Three car trains haven’t
been scheduled on the Riverside Line in many years, but the
customary “3-CAR TRAIN” placard faithfully adorns the front of 3902,
lest it be forgotten by staff at Riverside Carhouse.
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JON YEE

JACK THIBODEAU

NATHAN IVES

Bus Priority Lanes Expand in Greater Boston
The MBTA contines to partner with cities, towns, and other state
agencies in an effort to expand the network of Bus Transit Priority
lanes in the Greater Boston area. The MBTA targets high-ridership
corridors that are prone to chronic delays in an effort to improve
service for the demographic that shown the steadiest ridership during
the pandemic: bus passengers. Here is a summary of the different
types of Bus Transit Priority lanes that have been installed, or are
coming soon:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Washington Street from the South End to Downtown Boston
(SL4, SL5, 8, 10, and 11)
Essex Street in Chinatown from Washington Street to Kingston
Street (SL4, and 11)
North Washington Street in the North End (both directions: 92,
93, 111, inbound only: 426, and 428)
Columbus Avenue in Jamaica Plain and Roxbury from Jackson
Square to Walnut Avenue (22, 29, 44)*
Washington Street in Roslindale (30, 34, 34E, 35, 36, 37, 40,
50, and 51)
Brighton Avenue in Allston (57 and 66)
Massachusetts Avenue in Cambridge from Sidney Street to
Memorial Drive (1 and 70)
Mt. Auburn Street in Cambridge (71 and 73)
Washington Street in Somerville (86 and 91)
Mystic Avenue in Medford (peak direction only; 95)
Massachusetts Avenue in Arlington (77, 79, and 350)
Florence Street in Malden (99, 104, 105)
Sweester Circle, Main Street, and Broadway Avenue in Everett
(97, 99, 104, 105, 106, 109, 110, and 112)
Broadway in Chelsea (116 and 117)
Broadway in Revere (peak direction only; 116 and 117)
North Common Street in Lynn (426, 436, 442, 455)

JON YEE

NATHAN IVES

* The Columbus Avenue bus lanes are dedicated center-running lanes
that will feature elements of Bus Rapid Transit: near-level boarding
platforms, upgraded digital screens and realtime arrival information,
and new bus shelters.
OPPOSITE 1 & 2: Type 8s under the changing seasons on Beacon
Street. At top, Type 8 No. 3887, having just departed Cleveland
Circle on November 25, is shrink wrapped to advertise the online
dating service “Bumble,” whereas the pilot Type 7, No. 3695,
promotes “Uhomes,” a web-based service aimed at international
college students. As they have in the past, these advertisments
reflect a small piece of Boston’s cultural landscape. In the second
photo, Type 8 No. 3885 leads an inbound deuce through the snow
near Hawes Street toward North Station via the central subway on
December 17. What a difference three weeks makes! OPPOSITE 3 & 4:
As more New Flyer Xcelsiors arrive onto MBTA, the New Flyer D40LF
buses have found themselves subject to bus transfer roulette. There
are still 306 active buses on the MBTA property, but observant
bus enthusiasts have noticed that they are operating on different
routes and times for the first time in many years, or, ever. These
buses, manufactured from 2006-2008, make up the entire Albany
Street fleet, the Neoplans that were at Albany Street having been
decommissioned or transferred to Southampton. They are seen at
Albany Street (Third photo from top) on October 7, 2020 and on
Washington Street at Commonwealth Avenue in Brighton during the
December 17 snow storm (bottom).

JON YEE

JOHN PELLEGRINO
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BOTH PHOTOS BY NATHAN IVES

TOP: An MBTA ballast extra heads towards the Worcester mainline with F40PH-2C No. 1027 in front. As these locomotives receive an overhaul,
they are reclassified as F40PH-3C units. BOTTOM: Amtrak Portland extra heads over toward Portland with Amtrak NPCU (Non-powered Control
Unit) No. 90224 leading the consist. This unit was converted from F40PH No. 224 and is one of four such units used on Downeaster service
from Brunswick, ME to Boston’s North Station. Both of these scenes were captured in late September 2020.
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ALL PHOTOS BY NATHAN IVES

TOP: The MBTA’s installation of Positive Train Control (PTC) has required the many independent railroads that run on MBTA trackage to test their
equipment. New Hampshire Northcoast (NHN), which runs a Sand/Gravel train from Opisee, New Hampshire to Boston asked the MBTA to
take one of their locomotives for testing of the ACSES (Advanced Civil Speed Enforcement System) PTC software. On Tuesday, December 29,
they tested along the Newburyport/Rockport line to Beverly Depot, with locomotive GP38-2 No. 3823, hooked up to a backward set making
for a very intriguing shot. MIDDLE LEFT: New Hampshire Northcoast (NHN) GP38-2 No. 3823 makes its presence known in Beverly, producing
an interesting shot next to the sign displaying Rockport and Newburyport trains because NHN runs nowhere near Beverly! MIDDLE RIGHT: MBTA
Extra 3823 returns to Boston with the 1061 in front and under the sun. BOTTOM LEFT: MBTA’s Readville switcher, GP40MC No. 1116, brings
F40PH-3C No. 1050 back to the south side via the Grand Junction, after it was repaired at Boston Engine Terminal (BET), in this November 15
scene near Fort Washington park in Cambridge. BOTTOM RIGHT: The Readville switcher coasts under the BU bridge toward BET. This is famously
one of the few locations in the world where a photographer can capture a boat under a train under a motor vehicle under an airplane.
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THIS TIME IN HISTORY
125 YEARS AGO
November 22, 1895 – The West End Street Railway opened the
newly constructed Clarendon Hill Carhouse in West Somerville. The
following day, November 23, 1895, the Davis Square to Park Square
via Highland Avenue (Somerville) line was changed from horse car to
electrics and extended to the new Clarendon Hill Carhouse.
December 11, 1895 – The West End Street Railway occupied Forest
Hills Carhouse in Jamaica Plain. Operation of cars from the new
building commenced the next day, December 12.

SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
November 29, 1945 – Memo to D. D. Hall from Francis E. White,
Superintendent of Division 3, recommending the “Limited to Orient
Heights” destination be added to the roll signs of the cars between
Revere Beach and Maverick Station via Orient Heights. This work
was completed by March 11, 1947.
December 15, 1945 – Heath Street Loop was placed in service and
officially opened before the completion of construction, on December
31.
December 17, 1945 – A cargo steamer rammed the Charlestown
drawbridge shortly after 10 AM, causing severe structural damage to
both the bridge and the Charlestown elevated. Work began at once to
restore service, including through a blinding snowstorm on December
19.

the line. To service the cars that remained, the Forest Hills Shop was
reopened in record time after a 12-year hiatus.
The Boston & Maine Railroad loaned a turntable to the BERy to support
the structure so that Elevated service could resume, which it did, on
December 20 at 11:15 AM.
About 50 surface cars were used to increase service on the lines from
Charlestown via Bunker Hill and via Main Streets, and these lines were
rerouted over the Warren Avenue Bridge. Regular streetcar service over
the Charlestown Bridge did not resume until March 7, 1946.
December 30, 1945 – A full page on the replacement of all trolleys in
Worcester with buses on Monday, December 31, 1945, was featured
in the Worcester Sunday Telegram. This included a listing of all routes
and details regarding bus changes.

FIFTY YEARS AGO
December 26, 1970 – Passenger facilities at North Station lower
(Canal Street) were reopened, and Boston College cars resumed
revenue service there.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
November 1, 1995 – A 10 mph speed restriction on the Lechmere
Viaduct began due to the initiation of structural repairs, which were
expected to last into the spring of 1996. Also, signal repairs at North
Station, Science Park and Lechmere caused additional delays at these
stations, which were expected to last into January 1996.

Many elevated cars had been stored at Sullivan Square after the
morning rush hour, leaving few cars to serve the southern part of

BOTH PHOTOS BY BRANDON BARLOW

ABOVE: Streetcars rumble across the Lechmere Viaduct on May 23, 2020, during the last day of service to the old Lechmere terminal.
OPPOSITE TOP: Clarendon Hill Carhouse as originally opened in November 1895. It had 8 tracks and was joined by another wood frame addition
in 1900 which also had 8 tracks. In the fall of 1911, a third addition, this time a concrete building, was constructed with 8 tracks. In 1918,
a serious fire completely destroyed the wooden carhouse buildings, which were not rebuilt and became an open storage yard. The carhouse
was converted in stages for trackless trolley use in 1941 and 1946, and for bus use in 1963. The concrete carhouse building was torn down
in April 1967.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Forest Hills Carhouse opened in December 1895. It was a large wood frame structure, and was quickly joined by a second
building, this time brick, in 1897, shown in the inset photo. The complex suffered severe fire damage in 1904 which was quickly repaired. In
the mid-1920s, the buildings were demolished and replaced by the Arborway Carhouse consisting of two concrete buildings with three tracks
each. One building was converted for trackless trolleys from 1951 -1958, and then buses. The second building served streetcars. Both
buildings were demolished in late 2000.
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BRADLEY H. CLARKE COLLECTION

LEO J. SULLIVAN COLLECTION

BRADLEY H. CLARKE COLLECTION
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Entertainment Calendar • March – July, 2021
Until it’s safe to resume in-person meetings, our monthly meetings will be on the online Zoom platform. We
start admitting people from the waiting room shortly before 7:30 PM Eastern Time.
Members and Subscribers who have opted into our email list, will automatically be sent instructions each
month on how to join that month’s meeting. This notice will be sent on the day before each meeting.
To sign up for our email list, go to www.thebsra.org/emailsignup, or email info@thebsra.org. We won’t
share your email address with others.
If you aren’t a BSRA Member, or if you don’t want to join our email list, you can request a one-time email
with instructions on how to join the next month’s meeting, by contacting us at info@thebsra.org.
March 6, 2021

CAR BARNS OF BOSTON ELEVATED IN CAMBRIDGE, ARLINGTON, AND WATERTOWN. Leo Sullivan
returns to present more images of Boston Elevated Railway shops and car barns through
the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. This will include pictures, plans and narrative.
April 3, 2021
NEW YORK, POLAND, AND UKRAINE. Eric Oszustowicz will present scenes of the New York City
Subway system from 2015 to 2020. Recent images of the LIRR, Metro North and New
Jersey Transit are also on the agenda, in addition to a quick look at the newest NYCT
buses. Then he’ll present photos of various tram and metro systems throughout Ukraine
and Poland during 2017 and 2018. Commuter and intercity rail will also be included.
May 1, 2021
THE ROLLSIGN ARCHIVES, PART 2. RollSign’s archives hold over a century of unique Boston
transit images, including many rarely seen views from RollSign contributors through the
years. Nick Tomkavage returns to present even more from the BSRA’s collection of
scenes that have never been published, or were published decades ago.
June 5, 2021
TRAMWAYS AND INTERURBAN RAILWAYS OF JAPAN, CHINA, AND HONG KONG. Clark Frazier will
present slides from a six-week tour of Japan in 1982, a return visit to Japan, and a tour of
the Peoples Republic of China in 1983. Remaining streetcar properties still in operation
were visited; most smaller interurban systems were also visited; and views of passenger
and freight operations will be shown, including main line Japan National Railways. Most
interurbans were built to 3’ 6” gauge, but older interurban cars and freight motors have a
strong resemblance to US interurban cars of the 1920s. Views of the four remaining
tramways in cities along the South Manchurian Railway will be shown, and the influence of
Japanese control of Manchuria will be apparent. Finally, views of the British style Hong
Kong tramway and the modern Tuen Mun light rail system will round out the program.
July 10, 2021 SOUTH COAST RAIL PROJECT UPDATE. Jean C. Fox, MassDOT Director of Public Engagement
for South Coast Rail, will present an update of MassDOT’s project for extending MBTA
Commuter Rail to communities in southeastern Massachusetts that currently have no
service. Ms. Fox will present an overview of the region, proposed stations, a summary of
project benefits, and an update on the ongoing construction work. After the presentation,
there will be an opportunity for questions and answers. This meeting will be on the
second Saturday of the month to avoid conflict with the Fourth of July holiday.
Upcoming 2021 meetings: August 7; September 11; October 2; November 6; December 4.
The business meeting begins at 7:30 PM and includes a discussion of current news on the MBTA and other
transit systems. The entertainment program begins about 8:00 PM and generally lasts about 1½–2 hours.
Meetings are held on the first Saturday of the month. If the first Saturday falls on a holiday weekend, then
the meeting will be postponed to the second Saturday. For last-minute changes or additional info about
our upcoming meetings and other events, please visit our website www.thebsra.org.
The BSRA does not permit any video, still, or sound recording of the entertainment at our in-person, live
meetings. This policy applies to entertainment provided at Internet-based Zoom meetings as well. This is
out of respect for the rights of our presenters and out of consideration for all members of our audience, and
to ensure that we are in compliance with copyright and intellectual property law. If individual members
would like recordings of entertainment programs provided at our meetings, we suggest that you contact the
presenter and make arrangements directly with the presenter for the material you want. It is up to the
individual presenter to determine to what extent they are willing to do so. We appreciate your co-operation.
Thank you.
CB 2/11/2021

BROWSE OUR FULL SELECTION & ORDER NOW AT WWW.THEBSRA.ORG/STORE

Winter 2021 Catalog
Special pricing valid through March 31, 2021

Don’t Miss These NEW BOOKS!
NEW! THE NORTHEAST CORRIDOR by Todd DeFeo

[Arcadia Images of Rail Series]

The Northeast Corridor between Boston and Washington is perhaps the single most significant stretch of railroad in the country,
connecting dozens of cities like Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York City. The line carries thousands of passengers daily on a mix of
long-distance, regional, and commuter trains. Some of the earliest railroads in America created a foundation for the future corridor. They
constructed a patchwork of lines that laid the groundwork for the Northeast Corridor of today, which later formed integral portions of the
Pennsylvania Railroad and the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad. The impact of this line is still felt in the many communities
that developed along the tracks. While the Northeast Corridor continues to evolve, it remains as relevant as it was when the original
developers conceived the rail link nearly two centuries ago. 128 pages, softcover...............................List $21.95......OUR PRICE $19.50

NEW! JAMAICA PLAIN THROUGH TIME by Anthony M. Sammarco

Known in the 17th and 18th centuries as the Jamaica End of Roxbury, the neighborhood of Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, evolved from
farmland for over 200 years into one of the more dynamic and inclusive neighborhoods of 21st century Boston. JP became one of the
earliest streetcar suburbs of Boston with various forms of transportation linking it to downtown. With horse-drawn streetcars, the Boston
& Providence Railroad, as well as the Boston Elevated Railway, by the turn of the 20th century, the ease of transportation allowed a
thriving nexus of cultures to move to a community that saw tremendous residential and commercial development alongside beautiful
park land. This photographic history of Jamaica Plain, featuring contemporary shots by Peter B. Kingman, is a fascinating book that
chronicles the neighborhood from the late 19th century through present day. 96 pages, softcover......List $23.95......OUR PRICE $ 21.00

NEW! ABANDONED RAILROADS OF DELMARVA by Douglas Poore
The perfect companion to “Railroads of Delmarva” (See inside)! For over 100 years, the railroads of America were the king of
transportation. But more than that, they were truly what drove the Industrial Revolution, and along with that, the growth of the country.
Railroads made communities from nothing, grew sleepy crossroad towns into major hubs of commerce, and opened areas of Delmarva
to goods they once could only read about in magazines and newspapers. By the 1960s, all of this had changed, with many railroads
abandoned. Trucks now hauled the goods that once filled the boxcars of the railroad. Rail lines and stations were abandoned to
the state governments. Most were just left in place to rust and rot away. This book resurrects those abandoned rails and railroad
companies. Photos of the stations, once the center of their town’s growth, are preserved in these pages. Memories of the companies
that crisscrossed Delmarva are brought back to life. 96 pages, softcover..........................................List $23.95......OUR PRICE $ 21.00
NEW! RAILFANNING THE NORTHEAST 1934-1954 with Richard T. Loane by Richard T. Loane [Morning Sun Books Softcover]
VOLUME 4—NYC, NH and LIRR: This volume finds our young railfan and author chasing operations on NYC, NH, and LIRR! Both everyday railroading and
special excursions feature in plenty of intriguing scenes!
VOLUME 5—B&M, B&A, MEC, D&H, RUT, CV and NE Short Lines: Our travels with author and photographer Dick Loane conclude with excursions and
daily railroading in New England. Read his observations and view his photography on the B&M, B&A, MEC, D&H, RUT, CV, and New England shortlines!
128 pages each, softcover..............................................................................................................................................List $39.95 each......OUR PRICE $ 36.50 EACH
NEW! FIRST & FASTEST: WINTER 2020 ISSUE by the Shore Line Interurban Historical Society
This is the Shore Line Interurban Historical Society’s quarterly news and historical magazine. The Autumn 2020 Issue includes the articles:
Metra 2020			
Snow and Rain Enable Creative Photography 			
World’s Columbian Exposition
Views of Evanston		
CSL: The Streetcar Company that Owned No Streetcars		
...and more!
Each issue features photos (both current and historical), Chicago-area transit & railroad news, essays, and more! softcover.....................................$ 9.95

HOBBY SHOW SPECIALS Brought to Your Door!

The annual Railroad Hobby Show was cancelled this year, so we’re bringing our show booth specials to you! Featuring special pricing on
books, gift items, BSRA publications, and clearance items, act now to get our lowest prices for a short time only! Some items are very
limited stock—first come, first served, and once they’re gone, they’re gone. Check out our online store for more clearance items, too!

ENAMEL PINS
Approximately 1” tall (varies by design)
with clutch backing. Reg. Price $8.95 ea.

SPECIAL! $ 8.00 EACH

NEW!
Boston MBTA
Orange Line

ACRYLIC KEYCHAINS
BSRA exclusive! Acrylic fob attached
to metal key ring. Reg. Price $4.95 ea.

SPECIAL! $ 4.00 EACH
CHICAGO’S RAILROADS IN TRANSITION by Shore Line Interurban
Historical Society [Dispatch No. 10] Recently published from our friends

at the Shore LIne Interurban Historical Society, Dispatch No. 10
features six decades of photography from noted Chicago-area railfan
Lou Gerard. This softcover book documents the transformation
of Metra and its predecessors, South Shore, CTA, Amtrak, Freight
Movements, Steam Specials and Great Lakes Boats with over
200 photographs, mostly in vivid color. 100 pages, softcover.
List $24.95...................................PRICE $ 23.00 SPECIAL! $ 20.00

Philadelphia
SEPTA LRV

NEW!
BSRA LOGO
reflex blue & white
Approx. 2” x 1.25”

Boston MBTA
Commuter Rail

Boston MBTA
Green Line Type 7

Boston MBTA
Red Line

NEW!
EASTERN MASS.
STREET RAILWAY CO.
black & orange
Approx. 3” x 1.5”

READING RAILROAD HERITAGE by Kenneth C. Springirth
This photo essay covers the history of the Reading Railroad up to its acquisition
by the Consolidated Rail Corporation in 1976, and its legacy that includes the
Reading & Northern Railroad, certain electrified commuter lines operated by the
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority in the Philadelphia area, and
a sampling of a number of short line railroads that were initiated to preserve rail
service. The railroad was noted for its design and building of steam locomotives,
which culminated in the fabulous T1 class placed in service in 1945-1946.
128 pages, softcover................List $28.95......PRICE $ 25.50 SPECIAL! $ 22.00

HOBBY SHOW SPECIALS Brought to Your Door!

TRACKSIDE AROUND CANADA WITH MATTHEW HERSON by John Riddell

[Morning Sun Books]

Tour railway scenes across Canada from 1957 to 1984 via 250 color images from Newfoundland to Vancouver Island and the Yukon Territory! Featured
views include the last narrow gauge railway operations in Newfoundland, steam excursions on the CP and CN, electric commuter operations around
Montreal, early GO train commuter operations around Toronto, Northern Alberta freight operations near Peace River, CN operations in the Fraser River
Canyon, logging operations on Vancouver Island, and White Pass shovel-nosed diesels in the Yukon!
128 pages, hardcover.........................................................................................................................List $69.95......PRICE $ 64.00 SPECIAL! $ 59.00

BUCKS COUNTY TROLLEYS by Mike Szilagyi

[Arcadia Images of Rail Series]

Bucks County, Pennsylvania, was once served by 120 miles of trolley lines. During the decades spanning the 1890s to 1950s, a variety of trolley cars
glided through the county’s towns and countryside, beginning with Langhorne’s quaint open streetcars and culminating with streamlined interurbans
streaking across open fields from Sellersville to Quakertown at 80 miles per hour. The trolleys were powered by electricity, with the line stretching north
from Doylestown energized by renewable hydroelectric power generated by the Delaware Canal. Before automobiles and trucks were commonplace, and
before roads were paved, the rapid, convenient electric trolley was the best mode of travel for both passengers and freight shipments. Although the trolleys
have almost completely disappeared today, the photographs on these pages provide rare glimpses of a long-lost mode of travel and charming scenes of
Bucks County’s soon-to-be-altered landscapes. 128 pages, softcover......................................................List $21.95......PRICE $ 19.50 SPECIAL! $ 18.00

THE STREET RAILWAYS OF GRAND RAPIDS by Carl Bajema & Tom Maas

[CERA Bulletin No. 148]

Known as the “Furniture City,” Grand Rapids, Michigan inaugurated horsecar service in 1865, and over the ensuing decades employed a variety of urban
rail transport modes. In addition to horsecars, steam dummy trains, cable cars, and electric streetcars, it carried commuters and pleasure seekers
alike around the region. Despite innovations in car design & transit marketing at that time, the system lost ridership and streetcars stopped running in
1935—making Grand Rapids one of the largest US cities to rely solely on motor buses for transit. This great hardcover from our friends at CERA includes
over 300 photos, maps, drawings, colorful graphics, and a complete illustrated roster, conveying to the reader the flavor of what it was like living in Grand
Rapids at the turn of the century, and to ride on its transit vehicles. VERY LIMITED SUPPLY!
304 pages, hardcover.........................................................................................................................List $55.00......PRICE $ 48.00 SPECIAL! $ 40.00

THE ATLAS OF BOSTON HISTORY edited by Nancy S. Seasholes

This landmark volume captures all aspects of Boston’s past in a series of fifty-seven stunning full-color spreads. Each section features newly created
thematic maps that focus on topics and moments in that history. These maps are accompanied by hundreds of historical and contemporary illustrations
and explanatory text from historians and other expert contributors. They illuminate a wide range of topics including Boston’s physical and economic
development, social and cultural life, and of course, public transportation. In lavishly produced detail, The Atlas of Boston History offers a vivid, refreshing
perspective on the development of our iconic American city. 224 pages, 11”x14” hardcover....................................REGULAR $ 40.00 SPECIAL! $ 36.00

STICKER SHEETS

MAGNET SHEETS

15 vehicle stickers on a 5.5” by 7.5” sheet. Regular Price $5.95 each

9 flexible magnets on a sheet. Regular Price $6.95 each

SPECIAL! $ 5.00 EACH

SPECIAL! $ 6.00 EACH

BOSTON TRANSIT SET

SAN FRANCISCO TRANSIT SET

BOSTON TRANSIT SET

URBAN RAIL OF AMERICA SET

Including Red Line, Blue Line,
Orange Line, Green Line, Silver LIne,
Commuter Rail, Bus, and PCC Car.

Including MUNI Light Rail Vehicles,
MUNI Buses, Cable Cars, Vintage
Streetcars, BART, and Boat Tram.

Includes PCC, Blue Line, Red Line,
Green Line, Orange Line, Commuter
Rail, Bus, and Silver Line.

Including NYC Subway, Chicago CTA,
Washington Metro, Los Angeles Metro,
BART, and Boston Red LIne.

MASSACHUSETTS STREETCAR MAP by BSRA

Originally included with our book, From Boston to the Berkshires, this is a two-sided map reproduction: Side 1 is a map of the Street
Railways of Massachusetts from the Railroad Commissioners Report of 1912; Side 2 is a map of the Boston Elevated Railway in 1915.
Makes a great reference, and a great piece of wall art! 24” x 30” folded map..............................................PRICE $ 4.00 SPECIAL! $ 2.00

MBTA SUBWAY TOTE BAG
Bring the T along with this colorful, retro-inspired cotton canvas tote bag from Sidetrack Products. Featuring Green, Orange, Blue,
and Red Line vehicles in a multicolor pattern, this is a great accessory for students and commuters alike!
15” x 16.5” tote bag............................................................................................................................PRICE $ 12.95 SPECIAL! $ 10.00

2021 CALENDARS: LAST CHANCE!

VERY LIMITED SUPPLY REMAINING—Once they’re gone, they’re gone!
MUSEUMS IN MOTION IN SAN FRANCISCO 2021 CALENDAR color; oversized calendar (opens to 14” x 10”)
Celebrate transit history with 13 beautiful, color photos of San Francisco MUNI’s heritage streetcar & cable car fleet, each with a corresponding historical
photo to show the cars in their home cities.............................................................................................Regular Price $12.95......CLEARANCE! $ 10.00
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD HISTORICAL SOCIETY 2021 CALENDAR color & black + white
The B&MRRHS presents this great calendar featuring vintage scenes of B&M action around New England..........Regular Price $10......CLEARANCE! $ 8.00
STREETCARS & TROLLEYS 2021 CALENDAR color; oversized (open: 13.25” x 20”)
Recall the magical era of streetcar domination with this calendar of colorful scenes around the U.S. & Canada....Reg. Price $15.95......CLEARANCE! $ 11.00
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA TROLLEY 2021 CALENDAR color & black + white
The Pennsylvania Trolley Museum presents this popular calendar of regional vintage traction scenes................Reg. Price $12.00......CLEARANCE! $ 10.00
EAST PENN TRACTION CLUB 2021 CALENDAR black + white
This quality calendar features 13 black & white photos of vintage traction action in eastern Pennsylvania...........Reg. Price $10.00......CLEARANCE! $ 8.00

MORE SPECIALS & CLEARANCE ITEMS

Available Online at WWW.THEBSRA.ORG/STORE

RAILROADS OF DELMARVA by Douglas Poore

Recently-Released FAVORITES

Starting with one of the oldest railroad lines in the United States, the Delmarva Peninsula holds a unique place in the history of railroading in the country.
Prior to the advent of the “iron horse,” the area had seen little growth in population and was struggling to get goods to market, as well as supplies brought
into the area. The three states that make up the area—all of Delaware and the eastern shores of Maryland and Virginia—were known to have some of
the best fields and orchards, a bountiful seafood harvest, and some of the richest woodlands in America. The area flourished with the introduction of the
railroad. While passenger service was certainly a part of the railroad’s plans, make no mistake, it was these riches that made the area swell with people
while small towns became flush with income. Some of the most profitable divisions of the railroad industry were based on the Delmarva Peninsula.
128 pages, softcover...............................................................................................................................................List $24.95......OUR PRICE $ 22.00

THE TRAIN ON THE BEACH (Revised 3rd Edition): Forgotten Railroads That Transformed Winthrop, Orient Heights & Revere Beach by William

Now in hardcover! This popular book from Winthrop native William Lieberman covers the little-known steam railroads that competed to
serve—and sometimes initiate—real estate ventures along the beaches and marshlands northeast of Boston. This book recounts the stories of these
railroads, both standard and narrow gauge, and the communities that grew up around them—not only their construction and operation, but also the people
associated with them and the inevitable corporate intrigues. This will appeal both to railroad enthusiasts to those fascinated by Boston area history.
This new third edition features improved graphics as well as numerous minor corrections and revisions from previous editions.
248 pages, hardcover..............................................................................................................................................List $26.95......OUR PRICE $ 25.00

Lieberman

TRACKS OF THE NEW YORK CITY SUBWAY: 2021 Edition by Peter Dougherty
Updated for 2021, this is the complete track diagram of New York City’s subway system like you’ve never seen it before! The maps have all been re-drawn
from the ground up, and all are in color for the first time ever. Features all MTA subway lines & stations; the underground portion of Port Authority TransHudson (PATH); Staten Island Railway; Grand Central; Penn Station; and AirTrain. With 57 line maps, detailed interlocking maps, 20 yard maps, and an
extensive intoduction to and explanation of the signaling system, this is a must-have reference for any transit enthusiast. This edition includes the latest
service changes, capital improvements, changes to signals, and much more! 160 pages, spiral-bound...........................List $54.95......OUR PRICE $50.00

STEAMTOWN NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE by Margo L. Azzarelli

[Arcadia Images of Rail Series]

In 1984, the former Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad yard in Scranton, PA became the home to a millionaire’s train collection. Nine years and
many improvements later, the Steamtown National Historic Site opened its doors to welcome over 100,000 visitors annually. Steamtown occupies an
estimated 65 acres of the old Scranton railroad yard with several of its original structures remaining on the site. It also includes a visitor’s center, two
museums, a restored roundhouse, and a plethora of exhibits and locomotives much to the delight of railfans of all ages. Steamtown is an integral part of
the preservation of railroad history, as it is representative of a steam-era gone by. 128 pages, softcover.......................List $21.95......OUR PRICE $ 19.50

TRACKSIDE AROUND THE STEEL CITY WITH ED HORM by David Baer

[Morning Sun Books]

From the late 1960s through the late 1970s, photographer Ed Horm captured everyday scenes of the major railroads that ran through Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania: the Baltimore & Ohio; Bessemer & Lake Erie; Pittsburgh & Lake Erie; Penn Central; Conrail; the Union; and a number of short lines and
industrial operations around “The Steel City.” Get a trackside view in this color album from Morning Sun Books!
128 pages, hardcover...............................................................................................................................................List $69.95......OUR PRICE $64.00

MBTA ADULT COTTON FACE MASK
Show your MBTA spirit with this colorful adult face mask featuring the vehicles of Boston’s Green Line, Red Line, Orange Line,
and Blue Line. Printed on lightweight 2-ply cotton with adjustable ear loops. Washable/reusable and sold in a factory-sealed
pouch. One size fits most, design pattern position may vary. From SideTrack Products!...................................................$9.95
This product is not intended to act as a medical device or other medical product, and the BSRA makes no warranties, either express or implied, that
the product prevents infection or the transmission of viruses or diseases. The product is not a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or
treatment. If you have any specific questions about any medical matter, you should consult a doctor or other healthcare provider.

BOOKS by the BSRA
OUR NEWEST BOOK!

BOSTON’S MTA: Through Riverside and Beyond

SPECIAL PRICING!
[BSRA Bulletin No. 25]

by Bradley H. Clarke

This second volume in our Streetcar Lines of the Hub series continues the story of Boston traction from 1950 to the end of the Metropolitan Transit
Authority (MTA) in 1964. When the MTA succeeded the Boston Elevated Railway in 1947, high hopes were riding on its success. By the end of its
last full year, however, the MTA’s annual deficit had skyrocketed, and service had only expanded in two places: the Riverside Line to Newton and the
East Boston Tunnel Extension to Revere. Where the MTA really succeeded—in terms of its goals—was the dismantling of most of Boston’s remaining
surface streetcar network. In 1940, there were 52 active streetcar lines, and by 1964, only 8. In this new book, we take a nostalgic journey along the
varied routes that MTA streetcars traversed. Witness changing equipment, memorable streetscapes and, for many lines, the final days of operation
with over 425 photos—most of which are in color—36 color maps and diagrams, and more color memorabilia! This is the only comprehensive book
ever written about the streetcar lines of Boston’s MTA!
240 pages, hardcover...................................................................................................................................REGULAR $ 49.95 SPECIAL! $ 45.00

STREETCAR LINES OF THE HUB: The 1940’s – Heyday of Electric Transit in Boston

[BSRA Bulletin No. 23]

by Bradley H. Clarke

Make sure you have the first installment in the series, which covers the heyday of streetcar operation in and around Boston. Covering the 52 active
lines during the 1940s, this is the story that sets up the MTA’s massive service changes that occurred in the decade that followed.
216 pages, hardcover...................................................................................................................................REGULAR $ 39.95 SPECIAL! $ 35.00

BOSTON TRANSIT EQUIPMENT: 1979—2009

[BSRA Bulletin No. 24]

by Michael R. Prescott

This all-color photo album focuses on the “modernization” of Boston’s
MBTA, when it shed many remnants of the MTA era and came into its
own. Text, route maps, and over 85 color photos tell the story of the T—
including every type of equipment operated on the system since 1979,
from bus to streetcar to boat!
64 pages, softcover.....................................................................$ 19.95

TREMONT STREET SUBWAY: A Century of Public Service
[BSRA Bulletin No. 22] by Bradley H. Clarke & O.R. Cummings

Text and photos cover construction of Boston’s first subway, the time when
streetcars shared the tunnels with rapid transit trains, and the Subway’s
many extensions and surface branches.
64 pages, softbound......................................................................$ 9.95

MORE SAVINGS with BSRA BOOK SETS!

SET PRICE

SET #1

Separately $ 80.00

$ 77.00

SET #2

Separately $ 99.95

$ 95.95

SET #3

Separately $ 64.95

$ 59.95

SET #4

Separately $ 54.95

$ 49.95

Winter 2021 Mail Order Form

Our NEXT MEETINGS
MAR. 5: Boston Car Barns
APR. 3: NY/Poland/Ukraine
Our meetings are now
being held online via Zoom.
Please visit our website
for more information:

WWW.THEBSRA.ORG

Mailing Label
Please fill out the
coupon below.
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PAYING by CREDIT CARD?

Please place your credit card order
online at WWW.THEBSRA.ORG/STORE
We can not accept credit cards by mail.

OUTSIDE the UNITED STATES?

Please let us know what you want (or email
us at INFO@THEBSRA.ORG), and we’ll let
you know what the shipping charges will be.

PRICES IN THIS CATALOG ARE VALID THROUGH MARCH 31, 2021 OR WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.
Mail orders must be postmarked, or online orders must be placed, by 3/31/21 for prices to be valid.

